
Custom furniture for
the hospitality industry



Creat ion Hospital i ty  is  the  industry 's

premier  source  for  furniture ,  fixtures ,  and

finishes  for  hospital i ty  renovat ion projects

and new-construct ion propert ies .

The modern aesthet ic  of  our

casegoods and furniture  is  the  preferred

choice  for  bout ique & global  hotel  brands.

Our  collect ions  offer  premium hand~crafted

construct ion that  can be ta i lored

to your  custom specificat ions .



I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  
C R E A T I O N  H O S P I T A L I T Y  C A S E G O O D  C O L L E C T I O N

Finely crafted. Fairly priced.
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Our desk and dresser combinations represented below are an enticing range of traditional and 
sophisticated, modern designs. This unique collection evokes a distinctive personality through its 
rich materials and attention to textural detail. Creation Hospitality’s profiles can be customized to 
harmonize with the aesthetic of your new construction or remodel project.

DESK AND DRESSER COMBINATIONS



DESK AND DRESSER COMBINATIONS
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Our wide range of finely crafted wood, stone and laminate desks are expressed in classic and
contemporary styles to meet any interior design requirements. These are but a few of our
desk solutions. Creation Hospitality also creates custom solutions to your exacting standards.
We collaborate with you to create designs that are beautiful, durable and affordable.

DESKS
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STYLE STYL
AFFORDABLE



Dressers set a room’s visual style and delivers the impact of your interior designs. Whether your 
project is a new construction or renovation, our dressers can be customized to integrate with your 
design scheme using our profiles, materials, and finishes. Combine these elements creatively to 
create an unforgettable statement.

DRESSERS
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DRESSERS
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Our tables are made from the finest materials and designed to last. Our styles are as diverse as the 
materials we use to create them. Employing our metals, stone, laminates and exotic woods, you’ll  
bring your next inspired room design to life, creating a memorable guest experience. 

TABLES
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Great headboard designs can completely transform the look and feel of a hospitality suite.
From traditional to modern, the headboard solutions will surprise and inspire you. Headboards 
are available in a wide variety of sizes, fabrics, woods and finishes. You can customize one of
our options or we can work with you to come up with a unique headboard system that makes
a statement for your project.

HEADBOARD SYSTEMS
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A custom headboard makes a bed feel glamorous and comfortable giving the wall behind the
bed the “luxe” treatment. Our collection features a range of styles using upholstered fabrics to 
beautiful woods with exotic detailing. Our headboard panels can be customized to any size,
shape or finish.

HEADBOARD PANELS



Our custom furniture is hand~crafted
to your exacting specifications. 



Specialty furniture creates a signature look for your room designs. These pieces often have a 
unique functionality for guests. We have the resources to help interior designers and architects 
design a new environment or renovate an existing one.  We can work with you to create
the desired aesthetic, specifying products and finishes that are both decorative and functional 
within a defined budget

SPECIALTY FURNITURE
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SPECIALTY FURNITURE
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End tables not only balance the look of a suite, they also function as a place to set beverages and 
hold reading lights. It can be an accent piece that makes a statement and complements the room’s 
overall decor. Your quest for the perfect end tables start with us. We can help you navigate the 
options available to you ranging from metals, woods, glass, exotic wood laminates and fabrics. 

END TABLES
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END TABLES
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
SUPERIOR



Coffee tables are a “must have” furnishing for many hotel properties. Because of its central 
placement, it serves as the focal point of your room design. These furniture pieces tend to get
a lot of use, so quality and durability are a priority when comparing different material options.
We offer a wide range of materials to consider, each featuring unique features and finishes to
make a dramatic impression. 

COFFEE TABLES
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COFFEE TABLES
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Nightstands are ideal for your guest’s storage needs, but they also provide an important decora-
tive function by anchoring the look of your bed/headboard. Because of its double-duty purpose, 
your bedside table needs to be both functional and aesthetically pleasing. Combinations of wood 
and metal contruction can lend a modern ambience to room designs while classic all-wood 
designs deliver durability and warmth.

NIGHTSTANDS
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NIGHTSTANDS
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Design Pavillion

251 Rhode Island Street

Suite 202

San Francisco, CA

94103

WESTIN

SHERATON

FAIRMONT

EMBASSY SUITES

FOUR SEASONS
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LE MERIDIEN

OMNI
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Contact:

sales@creationhospitality.com

www.creationhospitality.com
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